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EDITOR’S NOTE  SHIRIN SUBHANI
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become “curators” of stories of courageous creativity after 
experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that involve emotional risk and 
personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web 
site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html



Do you remember the last time that you paused to reflect on the joy in your life – What are the things that 
bring you pure joy? How much of your time do you spend in the observance and celebration of those things?

Working through this issue of Courageous Creativity, which is themed on ‘Joy,’ gave me cause to pause on my 
birthday, and consider the joys that the past year has brought me. The joy of observing the everyday interac-
tions between my sons. The joy of stepping back in time to visit the temple in which my husband and I got 
married, to celebrate our tenth anniversary. The joy of being moved and inspired, working every day with the 
wonderful contributors of Courageous Creativity. The joy of all the new friendships that were born this year and 
the renewing and strengthening of existing ones. Not to forget the little joys of my everyday – of sipping ‘adrak 
chai’ sitting on my front porch, of curling up on my red couch to read something for my book club, of incense 
wafting through my home, of taking neighborhood walks with my kids. As I dwell on these moments, I find my 
heart welling with gratitude, and my spirit re-energized and rejuvenated. Joy sows the creative seed for the 
next year of my life.

The contributors in this issue have found and treasured joy in their own lives, often by bringing it into the lives 
of others. In the feature titled ‘To Hear a Lost Voice,’ Kelly Rondou and Andrea Parsek describe how their inno-
vative art program for artists with disabilities, has brought joy not only to the artists but to the volunteers who 
work with them and the founders themselves. With ‘Joy in the Midst of Trial,’ Lorie Ann Grover shares how, in 
the midst of thyroid cancer, making available the joy of books and reading to teenage girls through the world, 
changed her own life. In the delightful piece, ‘Detours,’ Natasha Yeoman discovers, through the crumbling of 
her “life-plan,” the sheer joy in the meditations and revelations of the moment. Thirteen-year-old Raoul Soans 
finds joy in an ‘Indian Summer in August,’ by trying something new, just because. Artist Indrani Choudhury 
revisits the dancing shadows on a childhood veranda, and poet Moha Mehta reminisces about the laughter, 
grace, character, and candor of her mother. And in an interview with us, pediatric dentist Purva Merchant tells 
us how no two days are the same in working with children!

I hope this issue has you pausing too, to linger on those joyful moments in your life!

Shirin.

“...SIPPING ‘ADRAK CHAI’ SITTING ON MY FRONT PORCH...CURL-
ING UP ON MY RED COUCH TO READ SOMETHING...INCENSE 
WAFTING THROUGH MY HOME...TAKING NEIGHBORHOOD WALKS 
WITH MY KIDS...JOY SOWS THE CREATIVE SEED FOR THE NEXT 
YEAR OF MY LIFE.”

EDITOR’S NOTE SHIRIN SUBHANI
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ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

“JOY IS A RETURN TO THE DEEP HARMONY OF BODY, MIND, AND 
SPIRIT THAT WAS YOURS AT BIRTH AND THAT CAN BE YOURS 
AGAIN. THAT OPENNESS TO LOVE, THAT CAPACITY FOR WHOLE-
NESS WITH THE WORLD AROUND YOU, IS STILL WITHIN YOU.”

“WE ARE SHAPED BY OUR THOUGHTS; WE BECOME WHAT WE 
THINK. WHEN THE MIND IS PURE, JOY FOLLOWS LIKE A SHADOW 
THAT NEVER LEAVES.”

“FROM JOY SPRINGS ALL CREATION, BY JOY IT IS SUSTAINED, 
TOWARDS JOY IT PROCEEDS, AND UNTO JOY IT RETURNS.”

“JOY IS YOU AT THE DEEPEST LEVEL, AND YOUR JOY IS ONE WITH 
THE INFINITE TIMELESS JOY OF THIS UNBOUND UNIVERSE.”

- Deepak Chopra

- Gautama Buddha

- The Upanishads

- Robert Ellwood



“IT SEEMS ILLOGICAL TO EXPECT JOY BECAUSE A TRIAL HAS ARISEN. 
THERE’S NO NEED TO CLENCH OUR TEETH AND DETERMINE TO BE JOY-
FUL IN SPITE OF DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES. HOWEVER, IN THE MIDST 
OF TRIAL, WE ACTUALLY MAY JUST FIND JOY.”

JOY IN THE MIDST OF TRIAL
LORIE ANN GROVER
Lorie Ann Grover is an author/illustrator who creates board books and young adult novels, including 
the awarded Loose Threads, Hold Me Tight, On Pointe, and Bedtime Kiss for Little Fish. She is the 
co-founder of readergirlz, the National Book Award recipient for Innovations in Reading, as well as 
readertotz, an active blog celebrating books for the youngest readers. Find out more about reader-
girlz at http://readergirlz.blogspot.com/
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“IN THE FALL OF 2006, FOUR AWARD-WINNING YOUNG ADULT 
AUTHORS MET IN A SEATTLE COFFEE SHOP TO DISCUSS TEEN LIT-
ERACY…[WE SAW] HOW A RICH AUTHOR/STUDENT CONNECTION 
COULD ENGENDER HOPE AND JOY THROUGH A BOOK.”

Joy! We experience it in pleasant circumstances. It is an emotion we strive and long for in life, and we know 
it will be found in those best occasions. It seems illogical to expect joy because a trial has arisen. There’s no 
need to clench our teeth and determine to be joyful in spite of difficult circumstances. However, in the midst of 
trial, we actually may just find joy. 

readergirlz, the recipient of the National Book Award for Innovations in Reading, was born in the midst of trial, 
and joy was found and shared. In the fall of 2006, four award-winning young adult authors met in a Seattle 
coffee shop to discuss teen literacy. Having admired and known each other through the Society of Children’s 
Book Authors and Illustrators, the connection was rich from the start.

Justina Chen had just completed her first book tour for Nothing But the Truth (and a few white lies). With her 
young adult book exploring biracial life and her own dedication to philanthropy, she had included volunteer 
visits to inner city schools in her tour. Being exposed to the lack of books in those libraries, as well as learn-
ing just how few authors were able to reach out to lower income students, Justina was burdened to affect 
teen literacy, regardless of students’ socio-economic situations. She saw firsthand how a rich author/student 
connection could engender hope and joy through a book. Dia Calhon, Janet Lee Carey and I shared Justina’s 
vision and passion, and the work began! The four of us committed ourselves to impact teen literacy on a global 
scale.

A few months later, in March 2007, in honor of Women’s History Month, a literacy and social media project, 
launched on MySpace, with a corresponding website; we called it readergirlz.  In its first inception, a book was 
featured, a community service project was highlighted, a playlist was loaded, party ideas were furnished, and 
further recommended reads were listed.

JOY IN THE MIDST OF TRIAL LORIE ANN GROVER



“FOR THE FIRST TIME, TEENS [ACROSS THE WORLD] WERE CHAT-
TING, THE LENGTH OF AN ENTIRE MONTH... BOOK-CENTERED DIS-
CUSSIONS BECAME PLATFORMS TO SHARE LIFE VIEWS, DIFFICUL-
TIES, AND JOYS…AND MORE GOOD BOOKS!”

JOY IN THE MIDST OF TRIAL LORIE ANN GROVER

For the first time, teens were chatting, the length of an entire month, with the featured author as well as each 
other as an active online community. Book-centered discussions became platforms to share life views, difficul-
ties, and joys…and more good books! Teens across the world, no matter their schools’ funding or geographic 
location, were interacting and feeling included. As Taylor, an avid readergirl, said, “I love being a part of read-
ergirlz. I feel so special! I feel like I finally belong somewhere, finally!”  A love of literacy blossomed in some 
teens for the first time ever.

All of this creation, forming of community, and flow of energy was occurring in an extremely difficult time for 
me, personally. March 2007 happened to be the same month in which I was diagnosed with thyroid cancer. 
Surgery followed in April, and radioactive iodide treatment started in August. In the midst of my trial, I found 
happiness by continuing with the work I was doing. Whether I was awaiting the biopsy results, hoping my voice 
would return, or facing follow-up treatment, I had the support of three other co-founders and an entire network 
of caring readergirlz. I was uplifted by their enthusiasm and concern and showered with their love. 

I am so thankful that I didn’t abandon the project with my diagnosis.  readergirlz was a source of delight in the 
midst of my recovery as well. While I was radioactive and in isolation, I was sharing books, ideas, and music as 
I was uploading playlists, enjoying online chats, and processing guest author information. 

Soon, the MySpace community grew to 10,000, as authors, girls, librarians, mothers, and educators con-
nected through story. The innovative concept, now so often imitated, was cutting edge and set the bar high. 
The social media scene evolved, and so did readergirlz. When the teens moved on from MySpace, they arrived 
at Blogger, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter to find readergirlz a present and engaging community talking about 
young adult books, life issues, and how to contribute to community.  Currently, readergirlz has an active blog 
for reviews and young adult book news, and it has a strong presence at Facebook and Twitter.
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All of this happened as we decidedly remained a volunteer, nonprofit corporation. Without compensation, 
administrators continued to place their own young adult writing on hold to dedicate themselves full time to the 
success of the project. Eventually, other award winning authors came alongside to help with the effort. Fur-
ther support came from blogging advisors, literacy mentors, such as Nancy Pearl, and a street team of girls, 
who continue to give input and reviews, along with authors from around the nation who report on local author 
events in their own communities. 

As a part of literacy initiatives, an additional source of joy at readergirlz, Operation Teen Book Drop has sent 
books to under-served teens, often in the midst of their own trials. 2008 and 2009 saw over 20,000 new 
young adult books donated to hospitalized teens.  In 2010, the focus was on teens living in Tribal Lands. 
10,000 books were donated and shipped to Native teens, many of whom had never owned a book them-
selves, according to our partner ‘If I Can Read I Can Do Anything’. Most recently, in honor of Support Teen 
Literature Day, April 14th, 2011, readergirlz members across the world left young adult books in a public place 
to spread the joy of reading.  From India, to Japan, to Kansas, books were gifted to happy finders.

Being a board book author/illustrator as well as a young adult novelist, I decided to expand my work with 
readergirlz in 2008, and I launched readertotz with author/illustrator Joan Holub. At this blog, we celebrate the 
joy of the infant/toddler book for the youngest readers. We provide a playlist, a community service project, and 
great reads for the smallest totz. I love engaging with parents and teachers who have a concern for literacy for 
this important age group.

Ultimately, readergirlz itself grew from the observed trials and disadvantages of inner-city youth. The situation 
inspired the commitment of four young adult authors and resulted in joy none can measure. Five years from 
its inception, the readergirlz community continues to provide happiness to many. I am pleased to continue the 
literacy and social media project with the current administrators.  Still a volunteer organization, it brings me 
great joy to say we are now in a position to be able to operate readergirlz and return to writing our own young 
adult novels!

The motto of readergirlz is ‘read, reflect, and reach out.’ Through reaching out to others because of a passion 
for literacy, we’ve found enjoyment in our own lives and seen it reflected in others. We are thankful for the 
opportunity as we pick up a book and launch the next great literacy initiative. Please join us with your own joy 
for literacy! 

JOY IN THE MIDST OF TRIAL LORIE ANN GROVER



“…OF BEING TOUCHED
BY THE SWEET INNOCENCE
OF AN INFANT WHO REACHES OUT
TO MAKE HER FIRST ACQUAINTANCE…”

RAKSHA
MOHA MEHTA
Moha Mehta started her career in Early Childhood Education and since then, has kept her connec-
tion with children by writing for them. She has self-published a multi-cultural poetry work-book for 
young children, In The Land of Snake Charmers, and wants to continue writing for young children 
about subjects that are socially relevant. She lives in Irvine, California with her husband Sushrut, 
and her children, Rohan and Priyanka.
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When I think of my mother
I feel the joy
Of being nestled 
In the shade 
Of a giant oak tree 
On a sweltering day

When I think of her laughter
I feel the joy
Of being surrounded 
By blossoming buds
Dancing together
In the valley of flowers

When I think of her character
I feel the joy
Of being touched
By the sweet innocence
Of an Infant who reaches out
To make her first acquaintance.

When I think of her candor
I feel the joy
Of standing amidst
The constant waves
That caress the seashore
Under a sky of sparkling stars.

When I think of my mother
I feel the joy
Of being
In the presence
Of an angel
Who will always be by my side…

I love you mum!

RAKSHA MOHA MEHTA



“... FEELING VALUED AND HAVING YOUR VOICE HEARD IS PARAMOUNT 
TO A HAPPY EXPERIENCE ON THIS PLANET...“GIVE US A PLACE TO STAND 
AND WE WILL MOVE THE EARTH.”  IT IS OFTEN IN THE FINDING OF THAT 
PLACE THAT DIFFICULTIES ARISE.”  

TO HEAR A LOST VOICE
KELLY RONDOU AND ANDREA PARSEK
Andrea studied fine art and craft in the heartland before moving west. Upon arriving in Seattle, she 
has continuously worked and volunteered with local non-profit organizations. 

Kelly is…Kelly. She majored in Print Making and Art History at the University of Northern Colorado, 
a much esteemed institution. She currently lives in Seattle and actually enjoys the weather there, 
even in winter.
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ART is NOT an OPTION! is an innovative art program designed to provide artists with disabilities studio work-
shops and the opportunity to showcase artwork in the community.

ART is NOT an OPTION! promotes creativity, dignity, and community for artists with disabilities. Artists are 
invited to a series of workshops where they will be encouraged and supported to explore different media, 
develop artistic skills, and enhance their methods of self-expression.  We believe that, for an artist and for our 
communities, ART is NOT an OPTION!

* * * * *

ANDREA: For those who create art, there seems to be an inherent fear of our work not being understood, 
appreciated, or even received. When I imagine a developmental disability stacked upon this fear, I am over-
whelmed with the lack of opportunity that artists with disabilities are confronted with. At any moment I can get 
up, gather supplies, and begin to paint, draw, and construct. For those who have limited mobility, dexterity, and 
communication capabilities – art becomes truly inaccessible.

KELLY: I think that many of us struggle to find our voices and direction in life.  I know I did.  The importance of 
feeling valued and having your voice heard is paramount to a happy experience on this planet, but it is not al-
ways easy to achieve.  One of my favorite quotes has always been “Give us a place to stand and we will move 
the earth.”  It is often in the finding of that place that difficulties arise.

In high school, I was lost until I became very involved in theatre and journalism.  When I graduated, my confi-
dence was high and I opted for a major in journalism. I thought it would be a great platform and outlet for my 
creativity.  In my first year of college though, I was lost in a sea of students and many, if not most, of my peers 
were interested in being journalists so they could “be on television.”  I was disillusioned, alone, and in a very 
dark place.  This was not working.  I felt lost again.

“AT ANY MOMENT I CAN GET UP, GATHER SUPPLIES, AND BEGIN 
TO PAINT, DRAW, AND CONSTRUCT. FOR THOSE WHO HAVE LIM-
ITED MOBILITY, DEXTERITY, AND COMMUNICATION CAPABILITIES 
– ART BECOMES TRULY INACCESSIBLE.”

TO HEAR A LOST VOICE KELLY RONDOU AND ANDREA PARSEK



“A PARTICIPATING ARTIST IN THE ‘ART IS NOT AN OPTION!’ PRO-
GRAM DESCRIBES…‘FOR ME, IT’S A WAY TO EXPRESS MY INNER 
FEELINGS TO THE WORLD... WHEN I SEE A CLEAN PIECE OF ART 
PAPER, MY INNER SELF WANTS TO CREATE THINGS WITH A PAINT 
BRUSH OR A DRAWING PENCIL ON THAT PAPER’.”

TO HEAR A LOST VOICE KELLY RONDOU AND ANDREA PARSEK

I then decided that maybe theatre was where I should be, so I switched school and changed majors.  For a 
variety of reasons, though, I still felt lost yet again, and even more confused. I believed that opportunity, talent 
and passion were all that was needed to gain a foothold but the department I transferred into did not hold the 
same views.  Luckily, I also believed that, in order to be a technical and set designer, I had to have an art back-
ground.   It was by stepping outside of my comfort zone in theatre and into an unknown world of visual arts 
that I found the people, most importantly my mentor, who would challenge me in a positive way that allowed 
me to finally find my voice again.

ANDREA: Art as a noun is defined as a skill. As a verb, it can be interchanged with to exist, to sustain, and to 
prevail. Sharon Jodock-King, a participating artist in the ‘Art is NOT an Option!’ program describes her feelings 
and what art means to her:

“For me, it’s a way to express my inner feelings to the world that doesn’t have a clue who I am or what I’m 
capable of doing. Art gives me a feeling of freedom, like when I see a clean piece of art paper, my inner self 
wants to create things with a paint brush or a drawing pencil on that paper. This too holds true with the poetry 
that I write. I’m releasing thoughts that can reach to the ends of the earth in which I may never see over my 
life span.”

To be conscious of Sharon and other participating artists’ creative process is truly inspiring. Each class, I 
watch a collaborative, enthused effort develop before me – and hear a voice often forgotten.

KELLY: After graduation, I looked for a city where art was nourished and appreciated and integral.  I refused to 
go to New York – too crowded, Chicago – too cold in winter, LA – too much concrete and smog.  Seattle it is, 
then.
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“WHAT I’VE LEARNED AT PROVAIL HAS INFLUENCED MY LIFE PRO-
FOUNDLY AND HAS ALLOWED ME TO SLOW DOWN, TO LEARN TO 
LISTEN, TO KNOW PEOPLE, TRULY KNOW THEM AND HEAR THEIR 
VOICES.”

TO HEAR A LOST VOICE KELLY RONDOU AND ANDREA PARSEK

Knowing that art may never pay the bills, I decided a career would be okay for a while and ended up falling 
into a great position at PROVAIL, a nonprofit that provides services for some of the most severely disabled 
individuals in Washington.  I’ve never regretted it for a moment.  What I’ve learned at PROVAIL has influenced 
my life profoundly and has allowed me to slow down, to learn to listen, to know people, truly know them and 
hear their voices.
  
I started keeping a list of ideas, things I would love to do if there were all the time in the world.  Many of these 
ideas will probably never see the light of day, but one kept coming back to me as important and doable – art 
classes for artists with disabilities.  I had worked in the disability community for a while and had not heard 
much about programs where artists were treated as though their art had relevance and importance, where 
the artists were artists and taken seriously as such.  Most times, when you see people with disabilities doing 
art, the art is not considered “professional.”  Essentially, the voices of the artists are diminished, but not really 
listened to.  The more I thought about it, the more I felt this resource was needed in our community, to give 
credence to those artists and to provide a leg up into the greater artistic community and thereby strengthen 
the community as a whole.  I mentioned these thoughts to Andrea, a fantastic co-worker who just so happens 
to share that passion and background in art, and it stuck.  We decided to push for approval and see what we 
could do.

This dream became a reality when we were given the green-light to start collecting donated materials for 
classes.  We had then, and still have, no budget to purchase things for the classes, but that doesn’t matter.  
The donations of used and new art supplies are still coming in from all over the city.  The response has been 
overwhelming and heartening. 

So that was it.  Now we have a series of classes specifically for artists with disabilities and our focus has al-
ways been on what people can do, what they want to do, what they want to say, and that their voices are vital.  



“AS DESCRIBED BY A VOLUNTEER, ‘TALKING EVAPORATES FROM 
THE PARTNERSHIP AND YOU REACT TO…HOW YOUR PARTNER IS 
MOVING. THE MORE TIME YOU SPEND WORKING TOGETHER THE 
MORE YOUR VOCABULARY OF GESTURES GROWS UNTIL [THE] 
WORK BEGINS TO FEEL LIKE A FAMILIAR DANCE’.”

TO HEAR A LOST VOICE KELLY RONDOU AND ANDREA PARSEK

Each class is different.  Each group of artists brings a different experience and story to the table and we have 
been blessed with volunteers who are able to slow down and hear those voices and to be the supports those 
artists need.  Even thinking about it now I am almost knocked speechless. 

ANDREA: As an artist, and as a guide for this program, I have learned new techniques to appropriate in my 
own methods, and, most importantly, I have learned patience in the creative process. To communicate and 
assist the artists, traditional tactics must be cast aside. As described by a volunteer, “talking evaporates from 
the partnership and you react to…how your partner is moving. The more time you spend working together the 
more your vocabulary of gestures grows until [the] work begins to feel like a familiar dance.”

As we partner a volunteer with an artist, a true rhythm is created and what becomes the end result is a por-
trayal of the artist’s world as they see it. 

KELLY: What I’ve realized is that my experiences are not so different than those of the artists I am honored 
to work with today.  For each of us, getting our voice heard has been a struggle and we have felt the pain of 
shouting to be heard in a world that won’t slow down to hear us.  Our confidence has been rocked by the cru-
elties of situations and we have had to pick ourselves up on many occasions only to be buffeted from the other 
direction.  Picking up a paintbrush or a pencil, though, manipulating color and line, gives us control and an 
outlet, a common language with which to say to the world that we are here and what we have to say is worth 
hearing.  Even if you do have to slow down a little.  
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“AS A LITTLE GIRL I SLIPPED MY FEET THROUGH THOSE RAILINGS, 
OR LEANED OVER THE BANISTER AND DROPPED MONEY FOR A 
SNACK, COUNTLESS TIMES. FOR MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS AND 
I, THE VERANDA WAS A PLACE AWAY FROM ADULT EYES, A PLACE 
FROM WHICH WE COULD SEE THE WORLD.”

CHILDHOOD VERANDA
INDRANI CHOUDHURY
Born in Calcutta, India, Dr. Indrani Choudhury was a biomedical research scientist for 25 years, living 
for two decades in New Jersey, raising a family and working at UMDNJ. Yet her life was incomplete. In 
2005, she set up an easel in her guest room and returned to her childhood passion: she began paint-
ing full-time. Entirely self-taught, Indrani works solely in watercolors, transforming the medium beyond 
its typical constraints to produce the texture and richness of oils, acrylics and pastels. The wide range 
of subjects she paints reflect a life lived across continents and cultures. Her works are an affirmation of 
the power of dreams, long deferred and finally fulfilled. 
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This is a painting of evening shadows along the 
veranda in my family house in Calcutta. Many old 
houses in north Calcutta have such long verandas 
with wrought-iron railings along the facade. All the 
street vendors would go past under that veranda, with 
their baskets of forbidden foods. 

As a little girl I slipped my feet through those railings, 
or leaned over the banister and dropped money for a 
snack, countless times. For my brothers and sisters 
and I, the veranda was a place away from adult eyes, 
a place from which we could see the world. 

All of us have now grown up and moved far away. 
Shadows have taken our place. But the image of that 
veranda is so imprinted in my memory that I can paint 
it as if I am seeing it in front of my eyes.

Childhood Veranda 
13.5” x 18”, Watercolor on Paper, Calcutta, India

www.indranisgallery.com

INDRANI CHOUDHURYCHILDHOOD VERANDA



INDIAN SUMMER IN AUGUST
RAOUL SOANS
Raoul is a thirteen-year-old who is in eighth grade at Beaver Lake Middle School. He loves to read, 
play video games and hang out with his friends. He also loves to listen to music from different 
genres, and plays violin for his school orchestra. He plays baseball competitively and also plays 
basketball. 

“I LOVED THE COUNSELORS ... THEY INCLUDED ME IN EVERYTHING 
AND THEY MADE MY OPINIONS MATTER FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME. 
MOST OF THE TIME, I HAD FELT THAT A YOUNG KID LIKE ME HAD 
BEEN EXCLUDED FROM EVERYTHING.”
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In 2007 I started going to Camp Bharat, a place which I now return to every year since I feel it is the happiest 
part of summer for me.

When I started attending this camp, I was nine years old. None of my Indian school friends found it interesting 
enough to go, so I had no friends there. Aside from my sister I didn’t know too many people there. I had visited 
for a day the year before and everybody seemed to be having a lot of fun, so I decided to try it out.

At Camp, we had groups that were led by counselors, the teenagers there who took care of us. I loved the 
counselors a lot because they included me in everything and they made my opinions matter for the very first 
time. Most of the time, I had felt that a young kid like me had been excluded from everything. The counselors 
were really nice to me and made me feel important. They played games with us and gave us gifts. One of my 
counselors in particular liked me a lot. She took care of me in camp and we played a lot together. I was the 
first one out of the cabin each morning to spend time with both my counselors.

Camp Bharat had workshops, dances, and sports that all campers participated in. These events brought all of 
us together. We worked hard at them and we used teamwork. The sports and the workshops were enjoyable 
because I love to play sports with other people.

I like watching sports, playing sports, and discussing sports. The only sport I play competitively is baseball 
and that helped me in camp with cricket. Camp Bharat gave me the chance to play many different sports, like 
cricket, and also those that I had never even heard about in my life. I played Pittu, Kho, and Kabadi for the first 
time. I excelled at each one. I felt really good that I was doing well at the sports I had just learned how to play.

The camp always ends with a Talent Show. Each group presents different items for the talent show like music, 
skits, dances, and commercials. The kids have a choice for what group to join. We practice every day for the 
show. After all the groups are done, all the helpers for camp are acknowledged and that’s the end.

“[I GOT] THE CHANCE TO PLAY MANY DIFFERENT SPORTS, LIKE 
CRICKET, AND ALSO THOSE THAT I HAD NEVER EVEN HEARD 
ABOUT IN MY LIFE ... PITTU, KHO, AND KABADI, FOR THE FIRST 
TIME. I EXCELLED AT EACH ONE.”

INDIAN SUMMER IN AUGUST RAOUL SOANS



After my first Talent Show when it was time to leave Camp, I started crying my eyes out because I didn’t want 
to leave. Since I see myself as a very American kid, it was the first time that I experienced so much of my 
Indian Culture at one place. We had Garba, Dandia, made bindis, learned how to wrap turbans, made chaat 
and mango lassi, had workshops like ‘Day in the Life of an Indian Schoolroom’, played Holi, and lots of Indian 
Sports.  Also I met a lot of new people that I am still friends with today.

There are a lot of things that make me happy in life.  Camp Bharat is one of those things that I enjoy doing 
right now. I look forward to doing different things and more things as I grow up. I am really glad that I decided 
that to go to Camp Bharat even though none of my friends were going to be there. Either they didn’t want to 
or they were busy. But I still went and I enjoyed the experience a lot. I realized that Camp Bharat was the best 
part of my summer, and this is what keeps me going there every year.

INDIAN SUMMER IN AUGUST RAOUL SOANS

“I AM REALLY GLAD THAT I DECIDED THAT TO GO TO CAMP 
BHARAT EVEN THOUGH NONE OF MY FRIENDS WERE GOING TO 
BE THERE ... I ENJOYED THE EXPERIENCE A LOT ... CAMP BHARAT 
WAS THE BEST PART OF MY SUMMER.”22





Natasha started with the storytelling early. She had a knack for elaborate tall tales, and her physi-
cian parents knew her future lay not in “the sciences.” Natasha continued in this vein, studying 
languages and literature in school. For the past 4 years, Natasha has immersed herself in the world 
of Seattle start-ups, where she got a crash course in growing teams and helping companies express 
their story and vision. She recently started Velveteen Stories, a bespoke publisher of personal illus-
trated stories. Natasha currently lives in Seattle with her husband, Locky.

DETOURS
NATASHA YEOMAN

“IT TAKES A CERTAIN COCK-EYED GAZE TO SEE THAT JOY IS ALL 
AROUND. I KNOW IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH SPONTANEITY AND 
PLAYFULNESS AND, LIKE CHILDREN DO, GETTING UPSIDE-DOWN IN 
LIFE.”
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It takes a certain cock-eyed gaze to see that joy is all around. I know it has something to do with spontaneity 
and playfulness and, like children do, getting upside-down in life. 

I try to get there. I have developed certain muscles that blanket the asinine questions and aches about the 
past, the future, what could be, what should be, and so on. My attention isn’t always steady, it moves in and 
out like waves do, but I try to rein  it in and see what is right in front of me. Be like a goldfish, I think, gloriously 
subject to the present. 

There is a neat square of light formed by the blinds in our living room. This blazing square cautiously makes 
its way up the wall, growing taller and softer as it climbs. When it gets to where the wall meets the ceiling, it 
slips into a long, pale rectangle. It looks elegant. I don’t regret the minutes given to this meditation. I love how 
the square seems almost cocky in the beginning, practically audible in its brightness. As it journeys, it slows 
down, pauses, and listens. It gets richer, absorbing qualities of the room and the light around it. 

For most of my life, I kept my Plan-O-Vision goggles firmly planted on my face, letting them happily architect 
my course. I could go here. Or here. Not there. Definitely not there. I should want these things. Pursue this 
kind of work. Fall in love at this age. And with this kind of man. I remember thinking how nice it would be after 
I had negotiated this maze; I could relax and spend time cultivating my passions. I could learn to be joyful.

As I write this though, I am stunned at how boring it all was. My landscape appeared to have heft and security, 
sure, but it was a bowl of oatmeal—flat and insipid. Where did this map even come from? What faith? What 
sacred philosophy? What formative experience? At least, what sitcom? I never dug too deeply into this sort of 
thinking, and I’m sure there were many little squares of light that escaped me.

“I HAVE DEVELOPED CERTAIN MUSCLES THAT BLANKET THE ASI-
NINE QUESTIONS AND ACHES ABOUT THE PAST, THE FUTURE, 
WHAT COULD BE, WHAT SHOULD BE, AND SO ON… BE LIKE A 
GOLDFISH, I THINK, GLORIOUSLY SUBJECT TO THE PRESENT.”

NATASHA YEOMANDETOURS



Plan-O-Vision did not, thankfully, hold up in the long run. Every time I studied a choice, probing to see if 
would fit into the greater plan—will this align with my future-perfect self?—something crumbled. Eventually, 
it all crumbled. Friends and acquaintances were breaking out of their own plans and following trajectories 
that seemed impossible. I wondered how many opportunities I had passed over because they seemed out of 
scope. The scope was so very small. I knew I needed a shift—a new instinct.

I became obsessed with the patter of life. I committed to multiple paths and let a stranger’s advice dictate the 
way. I showered attention to both the exciting and the mundane, losing the ability to tell the difference. The 
whole world, I slowly realized, could be tasted in a subway ride. Navigation was not linear anymore.

I still reel under this change. Today I feel the unmistakable difference most palpably in my interactions with 
people. I am more aware of how the old tendencies work—letting a person’s position or post in life hold an 
impossible influence over me, allowing it to shape the view of my own self. I strive to distance myself from 
these tendencies, but I proceed with caution. Classification is a hard habit to kick. I coach myself: forget “What 
do you do?” and “Where are you going?” Ask them “What do you love?” and, if they play along: “What gets 
your juices flowing?” “What blows your hair back?” From there, it’s anybody’s guess where the conversation 
will go and how our courses may change because of it. 

Occasionally, I eat an avocado on my porch. Salted and halved. I carve smooth half-moons from the buttery 
flesh. Being in this messy, chaotic present has become an act of self-preservation. Every bite reminds me of 
being alive; my maps are beautifully blank. Tracing my tongue along the edge of the spoon, I think it would be 
a delicious last meal.

“CLASSIFICATION IS A HARD HABIT TO KICK. I COACH MYSELF: 
FORGET “WHAT DO YOU DO?” AND “WHERE ARE YOU GOING?” 
ASK THEM “WHAT DO YOU LOVE?” AND, IF THEY PLAY ALONG: 
“WHAT GETS YOUR JUICES FLOWING?” “WHAT BLOWS YOUR HAIR 
BACK?”

NATASHA YEOMANDETOURS
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“KIDS ARE FUN, CHALLENGING AND BRUTALLY HONEST. NO TWO 
DAYS WITH THE SAME CHILD ARE EVER THE SAME ... I LOVE THE 
ACTIVE DYNAMICS AND BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT WHEN WORK-
ING WITH A CHILD PATIENT.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
DR.  PURVA MERCHANT
Energetic, fun-loving and a dedicated clinician, Purva feels privileged to have the opportunity to intro-
duce children to a lifetime of positive and “no-fear” dentistry. A former Miss India, Purva completed 
her advanced Pediatric Dentistry specialty training at the University of Medicine & Dentistry in New 
Jersey, from where she also received her Master of Science degree. Besides English, Purva is fluent 
in Hindi, Marathi and Gujarati, and is working on her command of French and Spanish. When not at 
the office, she can be found kayaking the waters around Seattle, hiking the trails, traveling to distant 
lands, practicing her head-stand, scuba diving, and living life to the fullest.

“KIDS ARE FUN, CHALLENGING AND BRUTALLY HONEST. NO TWO 
DAYS WITH THE SAME CHILD ARE EVER THE SAME ... I LOVE THE 
ACTIVE DYNAMICS AND BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT WHEN WORK-
ING WITH A CHILD PATIENT.”



SS – Hi Purva, Thanks for talking to us! Congratulations on starting your own dental practice in Queen Anne! 
What has the experience been like so far?

PM – Thank you! My team and I are so excited to be a part of the Queen Anne community; it has been won-
derful. This dream has been a long time coming. Since we opened over six months ago, it feels like one super 
long day with non-stop activity, change and growth.

SS – When did you know you wanted to be a dentist? Was it something you were always interested in?

PM – I always knew I wanted to make a career out of my strong interest in science, art and creating some-
thing with my hands, and continuing to work with people. Dentistry was the perfect choice! It allows me to be 
an artist, home into a strong foundation of science, and interact with people on a day-to-day basis. It feels like 
it is meant to be! 

SS – And what inspired you to work as a pediatric dentist? 

PM – Kids are fun, challenging, and brutally honest. No two days with the same child are ever the same, and 
their short attention-span seems to match mine. It works well for both of us. I love the active dynamics and 
behavior management when working with a child patient. It’s not only about the child who is having a proce-
dure in the chair, but also about the complex interaction between the parent, caregiver and siblings. This mix 
in the day-to-day practice of Pediatric Dentistry is what makes it exciting.

“I ALWAYS KNEW I WANTED TO MAKE A CAREER OUT OF MY 
STRONG INTEREST IN SCIENCE, ART AND CREATING SOMETHING 
WITH MY HANDS ... DENTISTRY ... ALLOWS ME TO BE AN ARTIST, 
HOME INTO A STRONG FOUNDATION OF SCIENCE, AND INTERACT 
WITH PEOPLE...”

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. PURVA MERCHANT
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SS – After working for different dental businesses, you recently branched out on your own. What inspired you 
to start your own business?

PM – Working with children can be demanding, and perhaps even exhausting. While I respect the treatment 
philosophies of the offices that I work at, I wanted to have a space where I can play by my own rules and grow 
with a group of like-minded staff and families. Owning my own business gives me that flexibility. 

I also enjoy working out of different locations; it keeps things interesting. Knowing my personality, if I were 
always in the same office, with the same group of people, seeing the same patients and doing the same thing, 
I would probably be burned out and not be having as much fun as I do now.

SS – What do you think makes your practice different from others? What are some things that you think are 
important while working with kids that other practices might overlook?

PM – There are several different things that make Seattle Kids Dentistry uniquely different from other dental 
offices, but here are a few things in particular that stand out to me. 

First, we see ONLY kids and offer individualized care for your child’s unique dental and behavioral needs. We 
believe that every child has a different situation and dental care needs to be planned specifically for that child. 

Second, we focus heavily on prevention based dentistry. We educate our patients and our families about age-
appropriate home care, diet, and fluoride needs to ensure that decay doesn’t occur in the first place. 

And finally, we are one of the few children’s dental offices that make it convenient for you to visit us by being 
available to you on Saturdays, when kids and parents are out of school/work.

“WHILE I RESPECT THE TREATMENT PHILOSOPHIES OF THE OF-
FICES THAT I WORK AT, I WANTED TO HAVE A SPACE WHERE I CAN 
PLAY BY MY OWN RULES AND GROW WITH A GROUP OF LIKE-
MINDED STAFF AND FAMILIES. OWNING MY OWN BUSINESS GIVES 
ME THAT FLEXIBILITY.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. PURVA MERCHANT



SS – You have also been a former Miss India! What was that experience like and what are some of the things 
you learnt from it? Have you ever considered following that career path?

PM – Yes indeed, it feels like another lifetime in which I enjoyed all the attention of being Miss India, and trav-
eling around the world as an ambassador. Although it was fun, it was certainly never a career move. The Miss 
India pageant taught me that anything is possible and if you dream it, you can be it. It also made me value the 
present moment and strive to make the most of it. I carry these two philosophies with me in everything I do. 

SS – How do you keep up with other passions and interests even in the midst of working hard at building your 
career?

PM – In my spare time, I enjoy hiking, singing and cooking (doesn’t mean that I’m very good at it, but it is 
certainly what keeps me gleefully occupied!) and practicing yoga. When I have the leisure of time to do so, I 
love travelling and getting away from it all. This enables me to come back to my work energized, excited and 
refreshed. Having passions and interests different from my day job is critical to me, it helps in keeping me bal-
anced and it’s a much needed reality check!

SS – What’s in store for you and your practice; things you hope to accomplish? 

PM – For Seattle Kids Dentistry, this is just the beginning. With the support of the families of our practice I 
hope to spread this mission of prevention-based dentistry, while holding on to the core values of our office. I 
have dreamt of taking my practice of dentistry across the borders and in a few months will be on a dental trip 
to Guatemala to take care of the children’s dental needs in a remote village there. There is a lot to be done 
and just not enough hours in the day, is there?

“THE MISS INDIA PAGEANT TAUGHT ME THAT ANYTHING IS POS-
SIBLE, AND IF YOU DREAM IT, YOU CAN BE IT. IT ALSO MADE ME 
VALUE THE PRESENT MOMENT AND STRIVE TO MAKE THE MOST 
OF IT. I CARRY THESE TWO PHILOSOPHIES WITH ME IN EVERY-
THING I DO.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. PURVA MERCHANT
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